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The· question of semi-rigid oonneotions in building frames as e:ompared 
with sintply supported, members first a.rose in the a.uthort"s mind while stuey-
'' . 
ing semi-rigid. connections under Proi'e$so:r J. E. Lothers of" the School of 
Architectural Engineering, Oklahoma A & M College, and again in the study 
or the design of steel buildings. 
The increasing demand for. 13teel in the defense industry ·ce.u::ies a. short-
age of steel for st~ctural purposes.,. .It seems important, therefore, that 
more accurate design be used in building connections. The present t_endeney 
is to assume building connections take no pa.rt of the load except that neo-
essary to insure a simply supported member. 
A semi .. rigid connection is one 'Which allows some rotation of the members, 
such as beam anci-~ctbl~rnn, with respect to each other before taking any of the 
appli~d load. This amount of rotation varies with the _condition of, loading, 
size and shape of the members ~d the type of eonneetion used. It is a local 
weakemng between the colu:rnrl and the beam and can be thought of as a eoncen-
trated load on the conjugate beam. applied at the center of the connection. 
Prior to World War I this initial rotation was given very little eonsid-. 
eration since there se.emed to be a suffieient,, :supply of steel to allow ove:r:-
design or a.11 members and thus eliminate the effect of local weakening caused· 
by- rotation, The. amount of steel used during this war caused designers and 
re~eareA men to ;reali~e, our steel iUpply we.~ not :inexha:uatable. These men 
'beeame in.teremt~d in the amount of initial rotation as a. means of. determining 
. the load, carrying Ofl.pao1ty <if semi-rigid oonnetlttiona, and a seriel;i of e,tperi-
iv 
ments have been conducted in this country and Great Britain1' 2 to determine 
these properties. 
It is rather commonly accepted that a 20% savings of steel can be 
accomplished by considering the load carried by semi-rigid connections. 
The author was interested in determining the validity of this statement. 
The writter wishes to e:xprees his appreciation to Professor Ren G. Saxton, 
Head of the School of Civil Engineering, Oklahoma A & M College, for his 
assistance in developing a program of study while at Oklahoma A & M ~d .to 
Professor J.E. Lothers for his suggestions and criticisms in preparing this 
paper. 
1 . 
Professor Cyril Batho, First, Secong,, and Final Report, Steel Struo-
tures Research Connnittee, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
H~ M. Stationery Office, London, 1931-1936. 
2 
J. Charles Rathbun, Tr,wsactions ~ ~ American Society .Qi.: Civil 
Engineers, Vol. 101, PP• 525-596. 
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INI'RODUGI'ION 
, The semi"".rigid equations of Maugh.3 and Rathbun4 are developed in detaU 
and · p'roved· identities ""' Ma.ugh identieal to Rathbun. 
The chief difference b~~ween Maugh and Rathbun is found in the quant1-
. . (t 
ties If & z. Rathb'llll defines z5 as a coefficient of M such that MZ = ¢ = 
_.c(» 6 
angle of rotation of the connection due to moment, . M.., while Maugh defines yJ 
as "the slope of the tangent to the curve" or a coefficient of¢ such that 
¢ yJ: M, moment required to produce an angle rotation ¢ at the connection. 
From Fig. 1, ...1.. equals the slope of the tangent to the curve, therefore, z 
. these tvro quantities are interchangeable. 
Bending Moment, M, 
at connection 
Typieal test specimen 
Relative Angle Change~¢, 
between colUlllll and end of beam 
7 Fig. 1 
3 L. c. Maugh, Statically Indeterminate Structure§. (New York 1948), 
PP• 292-296. 
4 J. Charles Rathbun, Transa,gtiong ,2j'. !M American Society 21.': Civil 
~ngineers, Vol. 101, PP• 549-552. 
5 Ibid., P• 549• 
6 Maugh, Statio1i1Y Indeterm1n,te Strugtures, P. 294. 
7 ·. 
Bruoe Johnston and Edward H. Mount, Trs.ns,gtions ~ ~ Amarige.p. 
Sogietz ~~Engineers, Vol. 107, P• 996. 
2 
The maxim.um moment present at the end of a member i.s the moment for 
the completely fixed or rigid condition and the greatest material saving 
possible is realized by a semi-rigid connection designed for this moment 411 
In this report a single bay two story bent is analyzed by slope de-
flect ion as a rigid frame• The moments from t~s analysis are taken as 
the design moment.~ for the semi-rigid connections~ Rathbunl s equations 
for semi~rigid connections are used to analyze this fram~ and these results 
are checked by Maugh·' s equations and moment distribution. The mome.nts 
from this analysis are compared with those of a simply supported member to 
determine the percentage of steel saved. 
THE DERIVATION OF RATHBUN' S EQUATIONS 
3 
THE DERIVATION OF RA.THBUN'S EQUATIONS 
A. Introduction. 
~echnical Uterature pertaining to structural design and analysis 
contains two common difficulties for most readers. 1 
First, there is that of terminology" The reader may be familiar 
with a term-meaning one thing and the author use this sa.me term to 
· · designate something different, ~uch as t/) • To some . readers this would,. 
mean "pounds per square inch", ·t~ oth~rs ·· it would meant ' where. A equals 
the movement of a member ancl_ "L" the ,length of this same member perpen-
dicular to /::;.. Then too, ti's desj,~ated as "R" by still . other authors. 
It can be seen from this that tern,in~ogy is a major problem •. This 
·problem has been greatly reduced by the use. of a "glossary" or table of 
terms preceding technical articles. · There still remains a problem, how-
ever, if the author takes some generally accepted term with a spee~fic 
meaning (such as A whioh g~nerally designates deflection) and gives it 
a new and different meaning. 
) 
The seconp. di.ffioulty is that of signs. Some authors take countel'-
clookwise moment as positive and olookwiae as negative.· The present 
tendency is to designate olookwise moment as positive and oounter-olook-
wise as negative. Another sign convention commonly used is the b1aaIJ1 
c nvention in which a load that oe.uses a memter t0 bend in such a we:y as 
to "hold water" produces positive moment and to "shed water~ produoes 
negative moment in the member. These sign oonventions oe.n be readily 




----+-) Beam Convention 
( --------------~~)Counter-clockwise negative _ Clockwise positive 
C .+) Counter-clockwise positive ----------------- Clookwise negative 
·+ 
Fig. 2 
Difficulty arises, howver, ' if the author changes from one sign con-
vention to another without calling the reader's attention to this change. 
"Elastic Properties of Riveted Connections"8 by J. Charles Rathbun 
presents this difficulty.· Mr. Rathbun changes from one sign convention 
to another with very little comment, which causes the reader difficulty i n 
deriving his equations. This point was stressed in the discussions of 
Mr. Rathbun 1 s paper by Mr. Ralph E • Goodwin as follows: n •••• (Rathbun) 
'flatters the intelligence of his readers when he assumes that the steps i n 
his derivations and his s7stems of algebraic signs will be self-evident. 
In problems of this nature the difficulty- with algebraic signs becomes 
. 
almost unsurmountable unless the latter are e:xplioitly defined. The 
a :rraqt;io;g ~ ~ Amerigan Sogiet;v: ~ Qiyil Engineera, Vol. 101, 











m - the variable ordinate of t he moment diagram due to 
traverse loads - member is assumed a simple beam. 
5 
6 
tendency of e:xperts is to grow so accustomed to their own particular 
methods and sign conventions that ii does not occur to them that these 
methods and conventions may not be taken for granted by everyone.n9 
Rathbun himself acknowledges this difficulty "the question of 
signs is one that arises quite often in studies of this nature •••• 1110 
Mr. Rathbun uses the br.,am convention and a moment tending to 
rotate a member clockwise as negative and counter-clockwise as positive. 
B: Elastic Loadll ~ Elastic Weights12 Theoryo 
A beam "AB" of length "L" loaded v.i.th any condition of loading is 
shown in Figo 3(a). The moment curve for this beam is shown in Fig. 3(b) • 
. Beam At B v of length 11 1 11 loaded w.i. th the moment curve of Fig. 3 (b) , each 
ordinate of which is divided by EI, is shown in Fig. 3(c). These 
ordinates now become the loads on beam A' B'. 
line is drawn from A' to the maximum ordinate 
M 
straight line is drawn from B' to~. 
In Fig. J(c) a straight 
~A of EI, similiarly a 
Triangle abde and abfd have a common base and altitude, therefore, 
are equal in areao Triangle e.bcle-,;, min~s .triangle ade equals triangle 
abd while triangle · abfd .t, minus~ triangle . bdt equals triangle abd. Then 
triangles ade and bdf are equal in area and abd and edf are increased 
by these equal quantities .to give triangles abfd and adfe. The derived 
9 Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 101, 
Po 564. ·. · ' 
lO Ib.d ~91 1 o, P• .1 o 
11 John Benson Wilbur and Charle.a Head Norris, Elementary StruoturaJ. 
Analysis, (New York, 1948), pp. 318-3200 
12 Hale Sutherland and Harry Lake Bowman, Structural Theory, (New York, 
1944), PP• 182-185. 
properties of these triangles give the desired net properties of 
triangles abd and dfe respectively. ·This presents a convenient method 
of using elastic weights without detemining points of counter fiexure. 
T·he el astic c:hord or deformed structure of Fig. 3 (a) due to the 
given loads i s shown in Fig • .3(d). The following relationships can be 
derive~ from F-lg. J{a) and Fig • .3(d). 
The second moment-area theorem gives: 
I\ - ~1 ~ dx+JB y.l!!.. dx:- -UB ~ dx -
-'A - 3 EI EI 3 EI -
. A A A 
JB il'\3 M ~ ·~+~-1.i~dx -· . 3 EI EI 3 EI 
A 
From the geometey of Figi ,3(d): 
Ii,.~ 
L 
Substituting·equation l . in equation 21 
R •J r~ ~ -= L ~ dx b = t p EI + EI - 3 EU 
A 
The reaction ot the beam·in rtg • .3(c) is: 
dx 
Therefore, R • B :• , which is the reaction of beam "AB" 
b V 





at end A·of -beam nABn loaded-. with the l!. diagram. 
- EI 
From Fig. 3(c), 3(d) and by .first moment-area theorem: 
R - R _ 6R 
e- a -a 
~ -R ·=IC t MAB+~+ .m.l_ ·. dx 
a . [ EI EI E:!_j 
A-
j .Q_ R - R 
o - a A 
The ref ore, R c = reaction at end A - area of fr, diagram - · 
between A and c, or· R : sheAI" at 'C due to load l!. • 
. C . EI .-.. 
A .R W- t:1 








. ~AB x diot to cg -- ~A x ." - ..!!. x dist to cg] ax_ (9) 
EI EI · 3 EI · ~ 
A - R Ac ~ moment of area between A and c. L.>.c - a 
Therefore, A ~ the moment of the1 beam at •·en due to .l!. 
c - EI 
as the load. 
From this it can be see~ that the slope and deflection of 
-
the elastic cmrve of a loaded memQer is equal to the shear and .. :-·. --.;.. ; • ~.:. ,. 
moment respectively of a new member of the same length and with 
the ll diagram of the original as the load on this new member. 
EI - _ 
(10) 
Her e the beam II AB 11 has been assumed supported on unyield-
ing supports . The deflection and slope are still equal t o the 
M moment and shear of t he EI loaded member when the supports are 
yielding if these quant i t ies are measured f rom t he original 
position of the :member . 
If the convention used is that upward loads are positive 
and dcwrrwa:rd negative~ then t.he positive ordinates oi' the t 
loading indicates an upward force and t he negative ordinates 
indicate a negative force. Also, positive bending moment is 
plot·ced above the axis and negative below. 
From these p~inoiplea the gel:'1eral slope d*fleotion equa-
tions can be developed and in order to keep signs oonsistent 
with Rathrn1n, a n1on1ent tending to 1'"ltate a. member CC\ttrl:.er,,,oclook-
\Tise will be taken as posit ive at1d Angular :rotations will be 
t!'eat~d in the same manne:t-. 
C. !guat,ions ! ~ g (Th§ G@peral ~lo,n!l De!'leoti,on ~tJ.ons) , 
The g~net-a.1 sl9pa d}:f'l~otion equations are developed to 
present a logioal sequenoe of derivations for Ra.thbun's equa-
tions VI and V!I ~, 
Fig, 4(0) give! the following relationships: . 
(A) oea :1 · (Q 4 .. Ra) (D) Qa(b ::: (Qb ... I\,) 
(B ) '1-t : o< b, (E) AB -~ L ~ 

















* A-area of the moment dfagram du.e to traverse loads- -
member is assumed a simple beam. 
The second moment-area theorem gives: 
AA = - ~ 11 + 1'3A 1 21 + ·AX : _ MABL 2 + J.\3AL 2 + g 
EI 2 3 EI 2 3 . EI 6EI .3EI EI 
~ 1~ _ ~ -& 1i _ -s_ 
EI 2 3 EI 2 3 EI. -
M...,.,L2 Mg L2 A~ 
~ - :l!c.. - .....:... 
.3EI 6EI EI 
Sol'!~ (11) an~ (12) simultaneously £or MAB. 
Eq:·12 x 2:: Eq. 13 ' 
2 
A ,-~ 11!~ '3 
A. : -  + 3 EI + EI 
Substitute C and F 1n Eq. 14 and solve for MAB. 
Let M_" : i. (Ax - 2AxJ) ,substitute in Eq. 15 ~d simplify. 








MAB : ~ (2'J a t Qb .. 3R) - MeA (Rathbun• s Eq. 1) 
From Fig. 4(c) Ra : ~ : R 
Solve Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 simultaneously for l>fsA. 
Eq. 11 x 2: Eq. 16. 
Mui ,.2 M... • .,~2 ~ _ 
2A 'a - -"=' L-·t .a,-...+ i&i 
A EI .3 EI 3 , EI 
~lt!-~It-S. 
EI 3 EI 6 EI 
:e:q. 16 -t: :e:q. 12 • lllq. 17. 
, M...L2u ~ A!P.. . 2~A+~s-~•-•-t,2"1-~ 
" EI ! 6 EI EI 
Su.bltitute C and F in Eq. 17 and solve tor MaA.. 
MsA • ~L(~ • ··!\,) 4+ ,L(Qa - Ra) ·+ tf( (A'1_ ... 21!) J, 
• ~(Gb • 1\,> + 6!'(ea -. a11) +~(A~_ 2A~) 
Let~(~ - 2A'!) : ~ ; 1ub1titute in Eq. 18 ud 11mpl1fy. 







It the right end o:f.' a. beam 18 AB11 is hingedp ther1 the moment 
at end 1tAn (MA) can be round iud:trectly by taking the general 
" 
slope deflee·tion equatiol'l for the moment at end ttBit (~3), setting 
it equal to zero and solving th.is r;.ew equation for Q0• Thi.s 
value of @.b can then be su.bati.tu.tad into the g.:n.eral s.:.opa d-1:f'lEH>= 
tion equatio11 ot end. 11 A.tt and MA. found in te:t".ln~ of Q11~ R and. the 
tixed. end 1n.o:ment 0£ the extern.111.l loads about end "A" that iag 











MAB = ll (4G - G + 3R - 6R) - .!. (SE. - 2x) - ~ (x - 2x.. ) 1 a a. . , 12 .L 12 J. 
:: ¥,<JGa - 3R) + ~ (-Xi + 2x - 2x + 4xj_) 
L 
If the right end of a member is hinged then M_sA = 0 and from 
Fig. 5 (c). 
(H) 6.B = (G - R )L a a 
Substitute "H" in Eq •. 23. 
MAUL2 _ A:x1· 
(G - R ) L - l:1,/J 
a a - 3EI EI 
Solve Eq • 24 for MAB. 
3A-
M . - Jll (Q ... R ) -+ ~ 
AB - L · a a 12 
(J) oc: - ,6.B 









Any Loading Condition 
L 




E • Egp.ations Ja2, JJ., 12, JJ MS ~. 
••• •• •• n 
The slope or the elastic ehord is the shear in the conjugate 
beam, therefore, the shear, or reaction, or the conjugate beam is. 
. equal to the slope of the elastic chord at the end or the original 
beam. 
l:MA e 0 
_ ~ !! !! ..1. ~A. !! 6L L M...Zi3L f !Z° - (Q - R) L •. 0 
· EI 2 3 ,. EI 2. 3 r -13 . EI b . 
u 12 ~ 12 · L".lAB A . ·. L -- + + \~ t Ai - (Q - R) L = 0 · 6EI 6EI EI b 
Let L2B : L + 3EIZi3 
Substitute in Eq. 26. 
MAB12 2Mi3A~ Ai . 
- 6E + 6F. + . - (ab - . R) ;L a o · I I EI · 
l:.~: 0 
( ·)L !\ALL 8ABL2L u"'L· ·.ffi o - Q -R --·--·+----+,·,A~,·· --- . a EI 2 3 EI 2 3 n. · EI. -
Mi3 12 2M 12 . . Ax=i 







- Mg t 2 2M :L A:r,; 
- (Q - R.) L - . A · + ~ (L + 'l'li'IZ ) - -1 --·O 
a 6EI 6EI >' l · .EI -
Let 12A : L t 3EIZA 









2MALL')A Mgt ~ . 
(Q - R) L - . fd'. + - + · : 0 (X) a 6EI 6EI · ~I 
Multiplying Eq. 30 by~ and solving for moment gives na.thbun1 s 
- - L - . 
Eq. 11. 
2L.2AMA - 1Ma: 6EI (Qa ~- R) + ~: 0 (XI) 
Multi plying Eq. 27 by 6EI and solving for moment gives .. L .. . . 
Rathbun 1 s Eq. 12. 
. . r 
2L2B~ - LMA := 6EI (Qb - B.) - • : 0 (XII). 




Eq. ~l + Eq. 27: 32. 
i ·- . . MAB 2 
- (Q a - R) 21z3 - (~ - R) L +,(ii (4I,2AL2B - L ) 
Rathbun 1 s Eq. 13. 
21 I 
Eq. 27 :x: -~ : Eq. 34. L , . 
(.34) 
2 -
_2M_AB_11_2A ..... - \AL - (Q ,.. R)L - A:,_ = 0 
6EI 6EI a "EI' (30) 
Eq. 30 + ~q. 34 = 35. 
~A. 2 2A3i;L2A Ax1 (J.T._.L2B • L ) - 2(Q - R)L.,..- - (G - R)L .f, - - - 0 (35) 
6EI ...-a b -2A a · LEI EI -
M.. _ 6EI 2(3b - R)La t, (Ga - R)L .1. 'fti (2AxLu- A~L) 
-~A- 2 -------~==--2-=--
412!12J3 - L 4L2ALza - L 
(36) 
Rathbun I s Eq. 14. 
M.._A • 6EI 2L2A (~ - R) + (ga - R)L - gA 2xL2A - L~ 
--:s 4L2AL2B - 12 L 4L2AL2B - 12 
F. Equations Ii., 2, §., 1, ~ and .2. 
In the slope deflection method, as can be verified by any 
textbook dealing with the subject, there are three contributing 
elements that constitute the moment at the end of a member, 
namely: 
1. The slope of tangents to the elastic line at the ends 
of the member measured from its original position. 
2. The rotation of the chord joini:ng the ends of the 
elastic line o 
3. The fixed-end moment from the external loads on the 
member. 
The foregoing equations have been derived by the use of these 
three elements simultaneously. Each element, however, could 
have been developed independently and then combined by the laws 
of superposition to give the same results. Since this is true 
McA and McB can be evaluated from element three. 
If in equation I, Qa, Qb ~ R • o, MAB = -McA or M~, is the 
"fixed end· moment" of the erlemal loads on member AB about: end A, 
since for Q a' Qb & R to equal zero the member must be completely 
fixed against rotation and translationo Similarly, McB is the 
"fixed end moment" about end Bo 
In equation I and II, M0A and Mc:B are the moments at the 
20 
(XIV) 
support produced by the external loads on member AB: therefore, 
the resisting or reactionary moments of the beam at A and B 
respectively, must be-+ M0A and - McB· 
Letting Qa, Qb & R: 0 Eq. 15 becomes: 
Let~= L - x substitute in 151 
Using the beam convention 
McA = - ~ (21 - 3x) (Rathbun's Eq. 6). 
12 . 
Letting @a, Qb & R = 0 Eq. 18 becomes 
Let x = L - X':l. and substitute in Eq. 18'. 
The sign of moment on end B of member AB is the same for th~ 
bsa.n1 convention and counter-clockwise positive as can be seen 
from Fig. 2, therefore, 
MB : - 2A (21 - 3x-,) (Rathbtin.' s Eq.; 7). 
C ~ i 1 
21 





. Equations XIII and XIV are the slope deflection equations 
in t 1erms of Q , Qb' R and· the resisting moment of a member with a. . 
riveted, or elastic, connections. By using the beam convention 
and letting Ga' ~ & R = o, McA. and McB can be evaluated. 
(Rathbun 1 s Eq. 9). 
· The moment at the support due to the loads on AB is negative 
at end A and positive at end B. Substituting into Eq. XIII and 
XIV, McA and MaB for their equivalents and following the above 




M - 6EI 2~ (QA - R) + L (GJ3 -;· R) - M , (Rathbun I s Eq. 4) (IV) 
AB- · 2 i oA: 
4L2AL2B - L 
!\A : 6EI ~ (~ - R) + 1,(:4 - R) + l!!ol!J, (Rathbun' s Eq, 5) (V) 
4L2A12B ~ I. . 
23 
Equations IV and V are identical w.i.th equations XIII and XIV when 
McA and MoB are substituted from equations VIII and IX. These equations 
offer a mathematical method of determining the moment reaction of a 
member when the moment at the snpport is know. 
Equations I, II, IV and V are the obsolescent forms of the slope 
deflection equations in which the fixed end moment is the moment of 
the loads about the support. Care must be taken in using these forms 
that the moment is changed to the reactionary moment. Therefore, the 
present tendency in "The Transactions of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers" is to write the slope deflection equations with this 
reactionary moment thus eliminating the inadvertent use of the moment 
at the supports. 
MAUGlI'S EQUATIONS FOH. SEMI-RIGID CONNEaI'IONS 
24 
MAUGH I S EQUATIONS FOR SEMI-RIGID CONNECTIONS 
Maugh's equations for semi-rigid connections are developed by using 
the sign convention that moments tending to rotate a member clockwise are 
positive and angle changes are denoted similarly. 
He also uses the more generally accepted method of loading the con-
jugate beam (i.e. the ii diagram acts down on the conjugate beam.) 
In Fig. 7(a) and (b) positive unit moments are applied at ends A and 
B separately. The total effect of these unit moments at A and B are the 
sum of the effects of the separately applied moments 'While the effect of 
any moment at A and B is the effect of the unit moments multiplied by the 




R ·-1;:f!, I 














From Fig. 7(a) an.d (c) 
EM : O 
a 
- f:}b L + JJ.Ql + J..Q.21 + J... 1 b; :: 0 
fl a If) b EI 2 3 
(This sign de:pends on the cotmter-clockwise 
angles /:> 1b • ) 
l:'~ = 0 
~t L 1 
,- a : JEI +. I/la 
From Fig. 7(b) and (d) 
l:M - 0 a-
- f~/ L + l-11 t .1. 1 -~ := 0 
b . IJ/ b EI 2 :, · · 
1311 ··:...1...+l 
b JEI lJ}b 
~\ = 0 
f:.> II 
a 
- L - ..,. 6EI (This sign depends on the counter-clockwise 










Total angle change= total FEM x angle change due to unit angle 
change, or: 
Q = MA'O - + - - -[ L lJ MBA1 a a.o 3EI tp 6EI 
Qb ... BA - + - - Lor,, . . _M [L lJ· .. M@1~: .3EI t/Jb QC.II 
(K) Let K: ~ 
L 
Substitute K in Eq. 47 and Eq .•. 48. 
g : MAB[,.l. t _L 1- MeA 
a 3K tp ~ 6K 
1 1 1 f 3K _,,1... 1J ,3K:f 
(M) 3K t 1/1 b = Ji· . 4\3K- JK L + (p cl 








3KG - M · ~ +- 3K8 - \A a- AB · 2 
. ~ 
... 
(N) Let 1 ...1. _.J!L - 01· 
'T tf a -
(P) Let l + ; b : 0" 
Substitute N and P in Eq. 53 and Eq. 54. 
M '!II{Q - M._ QR •·•A 'R 
,;;, b - --sA - _.,. 
2 
Divide Eq. 55 ey 01 • 
Multiply Eq. 56 ey 2. 
Add Eq. 57 and Eq. ,a. 
)Itel+ 6KQb • M...A r2on - ...i:1 ·= ~ (4010• .. l.) 











Solve for \A· 
(Q) Let 6 : C 
4c•ctr - 1 2 
(R) Let 12C' .. : C 
4C'C" - 1 3 
Substitute Q and R in Eq. 60 and substitute~ for K from K 
Multiply Eq. 55 by 2. 
Divide Eq. 56 by en. 
3KG'b Mp 
on . ~ \A .... 20« 
Add Eq. 61 and Eq.- 62. 








(S) L t 12cu . . C 
e 4C'C" ~ 1: 1 
Substitute S and Q in Eq. 64. 
Rathbun lets: 
.. L2B : L + .3.EI~ 
And Ma.ugh lets: 
,' 
But: 
01 :: 1 -t- ..3JL 
'Y a 
l ,.;; .. __,...... - z 
f/1 a a 
. l - z_ ----o 
YI o 
B S b t ·t t·n z \ ...... d ll .;,., C1 and C:-" • . y U S 1 U 1 g · , ""'"" ..u.i. a L · 
3E.IZ 
C' : 1 + . a. .L 





C"L: L + 3EI2b: L2B 




. C" c ~ . .. L 
12L2B 
G - L 




02 : ----- - 6L 
4L2A L2B - 4L L T2 
---1 2A2B-"' 
L L 








Substitute values fo;c> c1, o2, and o3 in each of these. 
MAB: l[MAB(2 x l2L@L - 612) + ~ (2 x 6L2 - 121:@~ 
' 6 IT. L L2 IT L 2 
. . ~2A. 2B ... . . 4L12A . 2B - L . . 
: L x 212B (2MAB - ~A) + L (~A - MAB) 
2 
4L2A L2B - L ,. 
(66) 
Since we are dealing with only that portion of the slope deflection 
equation which pertains to external loads (the FEM of a beam) we can 
evaluate MAB and ~A by determining the deflection of point A about 
point Band B about A, setting these deflections equal to zero and 
solving the resulting equations simultaneously for MAB and Mi3A· 
·,,..;,, .. L •,. •.; I ~ .. C. •• • • 
- - ----· -
32 
MrlA L 21 MAB L L A~ - - ..;. -+ ......... - -t .. _ ... 0 
EI 2 3 EI 2 3 EI · 
(67) 
r~ :o 
·~ L 2L. ~LL ~ 
.- EI 23+ EI 23-EI: O (68) 
Mul t:1.ply Eq. 6S ey 2 
•!~::~+~A::.:: - 2A5ri - 0 
EI 2 3' EI 2 3 EI • (69) 
Add Eq. 69 and Eq. 67. 
M 12 
.!13 ....... oi ... JJ +Al-~-o 
EI 6 2,j EI EI ·· 
(70) 
Sol v:i.ng .:f'or MAB. 
! ., 
li!A.B : ~ (Ai ... 2~) : , (~ - .2f:J_) (71) 
Substitute Eq. 71 in Eq. 67 and solve for. MBA, 
-M.. L2 L2 . 2A 
~ - : .~ - -. · (!' - 2!!..) + il. : AY ... 211'-A + .,xA (72) E I :, 61l:I "" t2 . --:i. EI . --:i. ~ 
J.ti11A = ~ (2~ - ~) (73) 
. r,2 
33 
Substitute M.sA. a..11.d MAB in Eq. 66. 
MAB:~ x ~ ~(X - 2xi_) - (~ - xJ.Ll + L ~2(2x- !":J) ~ (X-~ 
L 412AL2B - L 
(74) 
(Rathbun's Eq. 8) (VIII) 
The :moment of the left end of a beam is negative in both the 
beam and clockwise-positive convention. 
- MAB (21 - 2L~ + (4L2A - L)~A 
-Lx . 
~ALza, - 12 
- 212A (~MBA - MAB) + L(2MA.B - 1\A) , 
:Lx~ . -.-~ 
4L2AL2B - t2 
(75) 
Substitutiug the values for MAB and MsA from Eq. 71 and Eq. 73 in Eq. 75 
= ~ 212A (4x- 2~ - x ,t. 2i:J) + L(2x - § - 2i-+ iJ.) 
L x · 2 
4L2AL2B;- L 
Using ~he beam convention. 
Comparing the last terms of Rathbun's equations l.'.3 and 14 with 
equationf:1 VIII and 77 above shows a difference in signs. This is to 
; ' 
be expected since Rathbun uses the convention that cotlllter-clookw.Lse 
· movement producee:i positive moment and Maugh ue:ies the convention that 
J. 





. Th:e last term 0£ Rathbun' s equation l.'.3 can be fotllld by substituting 
the values of MAS and ~A from equations 151 and 181 in equation 66 
as follows: 
M = lt2A.· x 2t213 [2(25ei ~ jt) - (-) (~ - 5tiD -t::',L [2(-) (2x -3.) - <23. - xlf 
113 ~ · .. · · 2 · ·.· · 
.. 4L2A L2B - L . , · -,,. · •· ·. 
i- ii 2L213 (45ei - 2! + 2~ - _:.) + L(-4,2 + 2'1 - 2f:L i x~ 
- L x . · 2 
• .9a\ 2L2Bij_ • Li' 
• L X · 2 
. 4L2AL2B - L 
~ L •L 
2A 2.B 
The last term 0£ Rathbun' s equation 14 is .f'ound s:bularly by su'b-
~ti tuting MAB and' ~- blrom. equiaticn• ~511 .. ~~ _1$' · iii ·eqtijL~ion 75 • 





























Joints B, c, D, and E are 
rigid connections and the 
bent is rigidly anohored 
at A and Fas sho'Wl1 in 
details A, B, and o, 7/S" 







The moment diagram for complete fixity is shovm. in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). 
Since jciints B., C, D and E are rigid but not fixed they w.i.11 rotate until 
part of the fixed end moment of the girder is ta.ken by the co1UITL."1S which 
reduces the negative moment at the girder ends. Since this is true, members 
must be designed so as to withstand the marl.mum momen·t:; that will occur. It 
can be s.een that the_ maximum moment for a uniformly loaded member will be 
wL2 while for a concentrated load some ass,,mntion must be made as both 12 -·,t, 
positive and negative moments are equal for the fixed end condition. There-
fore, assume a total maximum positive moment to be fl. 
7 




M__ - PLl2t!.K 
-1,E .... 7 
Then l4'tv.11'30 is sufficient 
If :3 
Total 1 : S6.S . · Then lSWF;o iS''"S~i':f'ioient 
0 
The maximum loaded. column is BA and FE. 
Try lOWF77 
l • .l. + :le - 4~ · · ) + S0~0,)1,5 • 124 + S7 994 AS Iii - 22.67 1; .96 20S6.l • .· . • = • . 
Then 10WF77 is sufficient 
neta11. "A.0 · 






''I ' ' 
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The · bent may be rigidly anchored at the 
base as shown, however, the- design of 
this connection is beyond the scope of 
this pap~r and is not ii.eluded~ . · 
/ 
1swr;o, .,. 
;/S . , · . , This type of oonneot.10·n and loading r.,on-
'· '..:..". l:· ·'¢1.tion was. the·1 subject of·& thesis research 
· ,.... by WJ.lla:rd Quirk and the 'ooetticient f'or 
• 1 : end. momeit determined to val7 trom .J.165· 
----: to .1212 ~.. · . · ·~·· ,:, ' 
l.'.3:w:11:L~rd Ra;rmond Quirk,,"The·eont:t"ibution or Column Fl~gee to the 
Rotation ot Pa~:tall;y Restrained Riveted Oormeotiona in Building Frames•. 
Theai11, Stillwater, 1948,. . ·• 
'I 
/ I '1.,. 
V:: 25K 
M: 106.11(12)'= 1273.J"K 
T : C ::: 12,7,3.,J - 73 O"K 17 e43 s• O 
Connection to beam 
No. :rivets = R. = 2.lt..Q = 8 .1, use 10 
R 9.02 
Col'.L~ection moment 
Connect,ion to Column (1/7 assmnption) 
Nl4 :: .i_ ' /?1§.ns + 2pP2 
a.na V 2p . 
= 2.09 required., 4 vertical rows .furnished •. 
Detail "01• 
Using the proper values the design 0£ this connection is 
identical with Detail ttB,t; therefore., it .is r.i.ot inchtded. 
.38 
In the given bent 
Q -Qr ... o a la - ~
Aon_ .6.BE ... 
--- •.Q- _...._. ·•;18 0 
L L 
(A) .:z: l~ ='= MnA 4- ·Mmi. + ~C ~ O 
(B) ~ Mc = McB .,. Men = 0 
(o) ~ Mn~ Mnc + Mm = o 
. (D) l:: fr'.!!! : ~D + ~B + ~F :: 0 
· .. · ... ·. . . . M i .1. ~ .. M~ · M.m- _ (E) L M 1st story :i: .Aa:.,. .. ..,.! + ~- t- F :: o; L .. = f, __ , 
LAB ~F AB '"'EF 
(F) ;I: M 211.d Stoey = ~-c o4' ~:a 4 ~D t l-1m = 0; LcB 11: Lm 
t~· Ir CB DE 















Since all members a1'"e of the same material, E may be r1eglected. 
Substituting the above values in A through F, 
(A 1) 2K2 (2Qb - 3R1) + 2K3 (2Qb + Ge)·-+ 125 + 2K2 (2Qb + '\ - .3R2) : 0 
(13') 2K2 (2Q0 -+ Gb - 3R2) + 2\ (2Q0 + Qd) + 66.666 = o 
(0 1) 2K1 (2Gd i G6 ) - 66.666 + 2~(2Qd + Q6 - .311:z): 0 
0 
IC ... Icn - ~2it6 - 14 '°' 
1 - t'cn - 20 - •Ll-U 
. Im: ..,,,00 t.. . 
K3 c I..:'~ ::: .9.. - ,o : 40 .. 0,3 
-p;E 20 
Substituting the values for IS_, K2, and K3 in A' through F' and 
simplifying 
(A") Qb(SK2 + 4K3) -t Q0 (2K2) t Qe(2K3) - 2K2(3R:t_ + 3R2) + 125: 0 
4(91.44 + 40.o.3)Q0 + 9l.44Q0 + so.o6Qe - 3(91.44)(:Bi + R2)-+ 125 = o 
(Btt) t,,(2K2) .t, Q0 (4IS_ + 4K2) + Gd(2K1) - :;a2(2K2) t 66.66;••.·0 
91.44~ + 4(60.20)Q0 + 2S.96(Qd) - .3(91.44)R2 + 66.66 = 0 
(Ott) i 0 (2K1) + Qd(4K1 + 4K2) + Q0 (2K2) - 2K23~ - 66.66 : 0 
2S.96Q0 +a 4(60.2o)Qd + 91.44Qe - (3)91.~ - 66.66 = O 
(D") ~ (2K.3) .+ Qd (2K2) + Ge (BK2 + IJ{,:} • (,3R1 t .3~)2K2 • 125 : 0 · 
ao.o6Qb + 91.MSd + 4(91.44 .f.. 40.03)Q0 - 91~411-(31\ + .3R2) · - 125 = o 
(E 11 ) Qb (6K2) + Q0 (6K2) • .31i_ (SK2) : 0 
.3(91.44)~ i 3(91.44)Ge • 12(91.44)a,_: 0 
:. (F") '\ (6K2) + '\,{6K2) ... i,/6K2)' -t Qe (6K2) • :3R2 (8K2) s= 0 
.3(91.M,)Qb + .3(91.44)G0 + .3(91.44)Qd + 3(91.44)Q0 - 12(91.Li,4)~:: 0 
This gives si:x: equations with six unknowns. To evaluate these tu'lknowns 
the Gauss, or '''.tabulationnl~ method is used f'or .'obtaining approximate values. 
These values a.re then used in the Iterationl6 method to obtain more accurate 
values. 
·. p- --- . 
_ . 15. John R~ Pa.reel and Giaor~~ Alfred Ma.ner2. S.t ,t 1 I.nsa.te.m;tnat.e 
Stmo:ttur_e_s. (Neu York1 194 7), pp. 2:a4, 22;, 2;.,2 and 
ffale Sutherla.na and Ha.rey Lake Bowman., S,t:ruo,t.u~@J. th,ao.a. (New York, 
1944), P• 235. 
l6 Ib:t(i., p. 165 (Parcel & Mtme:y) 
!'b:td.., P• 2.35 (Sutherland & Bo~) 
Table No. 1 
Rigid Connections 
Check 
No. Oper. Qb ec ed e Rl R2 Const. Term e 
1 Att 525.88 91.44 80.06 -274.32 .. ..;;274.J2 --125.00 23.74 
2 B" 91.44 240.80 28.96 -274.32 - 66.66 20.22 
3 en 28.96 240.80 91.44 -274.32 66.66 153.54 
4 D" 80.06 91.44 525 •. 88 -274.32 -274.32 125.00 273.74 
5 E.11 274.32 274.32 . -1097.28 -548.64 
6 F" 274.32 274.32 274.32 274.32 -1097.28 0 
1' 1+525.88 1.00 .17 .15 -·- .52 - .52 - .24 .04 
2' 2+ 91.44 1.00 2.63 .32 -3.00 - .72 .23 
3 28.96 240.80 91.44 · -274.32 66~66. 153.54 
4' 4-f 80.06 1.00 1.14 6.56 -3.42 -3.42 1.56 3.42 
5' 5-i-274 • .32 1.00 1.00 -4.00 -2.00 
6' 6-!-274 • .32 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.00 -4.00 0 
7 21-1 1 2.46 .32 - .15 .52 ·--2.48 - .48 .19 
3 28.96 240.80 91.44 -274.32 66.66 153.54 
8 2'-4' 2.6.3 - .82 -· .6.56. 3.42 .42 -·2.28 - 3.19 
9 21-5 1 2.63 .32 - 1.00 4.00 - 3.00 - .72 2.23 
10 21-61 1.63 - .68 - 1.00 1.00 - .72 .23 
7' 7+ 2.46 1.00 .13 - .06 .21 - 1.00 - .20 .08 
3' 3+ 28.96 1.00 8.31 3.l6 - 9.47 2.30 5.30 
8' 8+ 2.63 1.00 - .31 -2.49 1.30 .16 - .87 - 1.21 
9' 9+ 2.63 1.00 .12 - .38 1.52 - 1.14 - .27 .85 
101 lo+ 1.63 1.00 - .42 - .61 .61 - .44 .14 
11 31-7' 8.18 3.22 - .21 - 8.47 ,-~-2.50 5.22 
12 31-8 1 8.62 5 .. 65 -1.30 - 9.63 3.17 6.51 
13 .'.3'-9' 8.19 3.54 -1.52 - 8.33 2.57 4.45 
14 31-101 8.73 3.77 -10.08 2.74 5.16 
11' 11+ 8.18 1.00 .39 - .02 - 1.03 .JO .64 
121 12+ 8.62 1.00 .66 - .15 - 1.12 .36 .75 I 
13' 13";' 8.19 1.00 .43 - .18 - 1.02 .31 .54 
14' 14~ 8.73 1.00 .43 - 1.15 .Jl .59 
15 12 1-11 1 .27 - .13 - .09 .06. .12 ·,16 12 1-13' .23 .03 - .10 .05 .21 
17 121~14• .23 - .15 .OJ .05 .16 
15 1 15-+·· .27 1.00 - .48 - .33 .22 .41 
16' 16t .23 1.00 .13 - .43 ,.22 .92 
17 1 17+ .23 1.00 - .65 .13 .22 .70 
18 17'-15' - .17 .46 .29 
19 171-161 - .78 .56 - .22 
18 1 18-: .17 -1.00 2.70 1.70 
19' 19+ .78 -1.00 .72 - .28 
20- · 1s1~191 - 1.98 1.74 
Gauss Solution - .22 ·- .22 .22 .22 0 0 
"=' .232 - .217 .219 .234 1st Approximation 
- .236 - .214 .218 .235 2nd II 
- .236 -.-.213 .213 .236 3rd II 
- ~236 - .• 212 .212 .236 4th II 
- .236 "'l' .212 .212 .236 5th II 
Substituting .Qb' G0 , ~d' ~e' Ri a.nd R.2 from Table I a:nd the proper K 
I 
values in equations 78 through 89 gives the end moments for all members of 
the bent as follows: 
Mnc = 2K1 (2Gcrf'G0)-66.66 = 2 * 14.45( .. 212 ,x.2;..,.212)-06.66 •I""' 60.511K (85') 
~ = 2K2 (2G,.f-+ ~e --:,.;az} = 2 x·. ,~5.72(.212;.:x.,2 ·+ ,r2.36) = ,o~.35'E. , (86') 
' 
M.FE = 2K2 (~0 • 3R1) : 2 x 45.72(.2.36) : 21.58'K (89•) 
Substituting these moments in equations A through F: 
(ARI) M.6A. + M'mc + ~C = - 4.3.16 + l06ol1 - 62.54 : .4J.'K (4.92"t) 
(B"') McB f Men : - 60 • .'35 + 60.52 : .17'K (2.04ttK) 
(EIII) MAB + ~A + M]E .t, J.\:F = - 21.58 - 4.3.16 + 21.58 + 4.3.16 : 0 
(FHI) . ~O + MCB f ~D ,t-'l~ = - 62.54 - 60 • .35 + 62.,54 of, 60 • .35 : 0 
The errors in A•• , B111·, om: and DIii' oan be reduced by carrying the 
G values to four or five decimal places but this is not justified since 
the I-values of t;he :members are taken .from the AISC handbook and are 
given only to the first decimal pla~e. 
It was stated above, since all members uere of the same material, 
E could be neglected. If E were not neglected and all members still of 
the same materl.al equation B 1 would be: 
(a) 2K~ (2G0 .f. Qb - .3R2) + 2Kf (2G0 + Gd) + ·_66.66 c 0 
When this equatio~ is substituted into the Gauss solution it takes 
the form: 
(b) 2K2E(2G0 + 9b - .3R2) + 2K1E(2G0 + fJd) : - 66 •. G6 
Then the vnknow.n angles and deflections are EQ and EA · = Constant 
and these constant,s substituted into the slope deflection equat,ions give 
the end moments. 
But B1 substituted in the Gauss solution has the form: 
( c) 2K2 (2G c t Gb - 3R2) + 2Ki (2G c + Qd) : - 66.66 
Then for equation e to be valid, G and A must be multiplied by E 
a,;.~d although it Yas neglected in the calculations it must be remembered 
that the values of the unknowns are underst9od to be multiplied by E and 
to obtain their true values must be divided by E. 
45 
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Using the proper values the design of this connection is identical 








Radius to.allow clearance for 
. conn~ction angles 
,,c;..~---2 - 8 x 4 x t angl'es 
22" long 
10WF77i. 
, .. , 20H 
Connection to column (1/6 assumption) 
N17 .:.. 1b.s Mans ± 5pP2 
- ;;:(· .... 5p . 
l. . 1 . \/jj x 726 ,2 x ,60 X 2. X 20 + 5 X 3 X 202 - ..l_\j21 360 
- .60 X 2 X 20 'I 5 X J . . .· - 24 1 . 
= 6.08 or 7, angle must be 22" long. 
17 P• E. Lothers, Design ·is Structural Steel 
Connection to splice-plate. 
1 J 2 2 : 2 X 17.5 X 3 X 2 X 20 X 3 t 24 X 726.2 X 17.5 X 3 X 2 
~ 1 f,839,200 s 6.45 or 7, angle must be 2211 long. 
210 . 
nl9 _ 6g(2g + gl) - 6 X 2(2 X 2 + 2~5): 14.8811 
- t(4g+g1)- .5(4x2+2.5 
yl-9 ;_ h(nb - Vnbt) = 22(14,88 x 4- V14,88 x I+ x ,5) = 20.2" 
- nb - t 14.88 X 4 - e5 
zl9 c 6g3 x g + gl _ 6 X 23 x 2 + 2.5 _ 
Eht3y2 4g t gl - EX 22 x 0 53 x 20 0 22 4 X 2 t 2.5 -
Splice-plate to beam-web --- a welded connection. 
The web thickness as required by moment: 
A,)1 f 4(hV)~ 
Ar J 
Ar• 2.58 + •21° x6lJ.R94 (l/6 web area resists moment) 
r: 3.169 sq. in. 
Aw• 3.53 sq. in. 
Use h c 13" 
,0183 
E 
T " 1 ~,534 X 672,S t J.J,534 15 67?,8 t 4(13 x 16.66);, 
2 X 20 X 132~• 3.169 3.169 _J 
- ...1_(1618) a 0 239", .270" furnished. - 6760 
18 J. •E. Lathers, Design in Structural Steel 
lS J. E. Lathers, Transactions ~ the American Society 2£ Civil 
Engineer1 , Vol. 116, P• 485. 
20 . J.E. I.others, Design.in Structural Steel. 
47 
The web thickness as required by shear: 
: . · • l · J3,5U, X 672,s'- + 4(13 X 16,66)2 
2 X 16.66 X 132 ~ ,'.3.169 
= -61 . (868) -- .154" •• 27011 furnished •. · 5 40 ' ', . 
Splice-plate to web·- a welded eonriection,. 
The web of the 14WF30 beam is cut out 20" from the face of the 
column and welded to the i" splice plate, as shown. This constitutef;l 
a haunched beam, the analysis of which adds nothing to this problem 
and is not included; rather the flanges are assumed to extend to the 
column face and a wld is designed for this condition and applied to 
the actual case. 
2bt 3 . t_if3 
. I : f + 2btd2 + .:JC.. 
12 ,. 3 
: ,Z X 9a7ii * :..3833 t 2 X 6.733 X .383 X 6.7382 + .5 X 13•09/2. 
: 607"4· 
p : J__~: 19,2 X .25 X 1.5 ·x 607 : 15el5" 
, ~ 16.66 X 6.733 X .J83 X 6.738 
Use 3 - 1 x 1t" welds as shown. 
4 
21 J. E. Lathers, Desi,m1 in Structur,al .§j;e..§1. 
ABC and F.ED are single :members to which the girders GD and BE are 
•· .. l ' --
connected with web angle connections. Then ~Im:, MEB:i Men, and Mnc are 
the only equations containing properties of these elastic connections. 
The units of L2B, 120, 12n, and L2E are length. Therefore, let 
But R: 0 
x': X:!.. for a uniform load 
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w1 = 4(261.3) 2 - 12(20) = 215,000 
. . 2 
w2 = 4(255.9) 2 - 12(20) = 204,500 
Substituting these vales in H, J, K, and L, changing~ and K2 to 
inch units and $il'nplif'ying: 
51 
_ (91,.44) (3B.._ +' 3R_) + 6(50)20~1~)20(12) :x: 2(261,.3) - ~40 _ O 
. 12 . -'l ~~ 2 4 2 (215,000 -
; .. 
4(10.54)Qb + 7.62Q0 -+ 6(240).00372g9 · - (7.62)(3Ri_ + 3Rz) 
+ 6(~0~20(12)20(12)282,6 _ o 
2 4 2 (215,000) -
(J') ~b(2K2) -4> Qc(4K2 t 6K52L2n> + Qd(6K5L) - ~(3~) 
6A (2L2D - L)x_ 
t L .x .. W2 .... .,. 0 
91.;f 9i,,~ 2 ~if+ 6(.00]4i)255>~ QC+ 6(~00]4i)240Qd 
~ 91,44 (JR~) t 6(2)20(2q~lf(20)12(2) X 2(255.9) - 240 = 0 
12 .. · --.:! · · 2 g 3 . (204, 500) 
+ 6(~)ro(20J12(~0)12(2)271,8: o 
2. 8 3 · 204,500) 
' 
52 
(K') QC (6K5L) .f. .Qd(6K52L2c + 4K2) -1- Ge (2K2) - 2K2 (.3~) · 
- ~ X (212~ - ~)X Ill 0 
2 
6(.001.42)2400 + 2 f°6(.00142)255 .• 9 t 91,441g + 91,41; .g 
o L: ·· · 12 'J , d 12 e_ 
6( .00142)21}00 + 2(9.S)Qd + 7 .62.Q - ·7 ~62(.3R2) o e . 
;;. 6(2~20(20)12(~0)12(2)271._a _ o 
2 8).3 204,500) · -
(Lt) Qb(6K4L) t .Qd(2K2) t Qe(8K2 +. 6K421213) - 2K2(3Ri_ + JR:2) 
. 6A (2L2B - L)x .--x----' L W: 1 
6(.00372)24~ + 911244 .Qd + 4 ~lif4 + 3(.00372)261.~ @9 
_ 91,44(JR., t JR)_ 6(50)20(12)20(12) x 2(261,3) - 240 = 0 
12 --.l 2 2(4)2 (215,000),· 
. ' 
6(.00372):24000 .+ 7.62Qc1 _. 4(10.54);e .- 7,62{3Ri + 3Rz) 
Rewriting E11 and F11 in inch units 
(M) 3(7.6z)@b + .3(7.62).Qe - 7.62(12B.i): 0 
(N) 3(7.62)~ + .3(7.62) .Q0 + 3(7.62).Qd + .3(7.62).Q8 - 7.62(12~) = O 




No. Oper. ob Q g Qe Ri ~ Const. Term ·c d 
1 H' 42.16 7.62 .5.36 - 22.86 __ . ....;.. 22.86 -1425.00 -1415.58 
2 JI 7.62 19.60 2.04 - 22.86 - 760.00 - 753.60 
-3 .... !{1 2.04 19.60 7.62 - 22.86 760.00· -766.40 
4 L' 5.36 7.62 42.16 - 22~86 - - 22.86 1425.00 1434.42 
5 M· 22.86 22.86 - 91.44 - 45.72 
6 N 22.86 22.86 22.86 22 .. 86 - 91.44 0 
l' 1+42.16 1.00 .18 .12 - .54 - .54 - 33.80 - 33.58 2' . 2":" 7.62 1.00 2.57 .26 - 3.00 - 99.74 - 98.91 
3 2.04 19.60 7.62 - 22.86 760.00 766.40 
4' 4+ 5.36 - 1.00' 1.42 7.86 - 4.26 - 4.26 265.86 267.62 
5' 5;-22.86 1.00 1.00 - 4.00 - 2.00 6• 6t,22.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00,: - . - 4.00 0 
7 21-11 2.39 .26 - .12 .54 - 2.46 - 65.94 - ,65.33 
3 2.04 19.60 7.62 - 22.86 760.00 766.40 
8 21-41 2.57 - 1.16 -7~86 4.26 1.26 - 365.60 - 366.53 
9 21-5 1 2.57 .26. -1.00 4.00 - 3.00 - 99.74 - 96.91 10 21-61 1.57 - .74 -1.00 1.00 - 99.74 - 98.91 
71 7.:r 2.39 1.00 .10 - .05 .22 .- 1.02 - 27.58 - 27.33 3' 3+ 2.04 1.00 9.60 3.74 - 11".20 372.54 375.68 8' 8+ 2.57 · 1.00 - .45 -3.06 1.66 .49 - 142.26 - 142.62 91 9+ 2.57 1.00 .10 - .38 1.55 - 1.16 - 38.80 - 37.68 101 10+ 1.57 1.00 - .47 - .64 .64 - 63.52 - 62.99 
11 J.'--'V' 9.50 3.79 - .22 - 10.18 400.12 403.01 12 31-81 10.05 -6.80 - 1.66 - 11.69 514.80 518.)) 13 3'-9' 9.50 4.12 - 1.56 - 10.04 411.34 413.36 14 31-101 10.07 4.38 - 11.84 436.06 438.67 
111 11~9.50 ~1.00 .40 - .02 - 1.07 42.12 42.43 
121 124-10.05 1.00 .:68 - .16 - 1.19 51.22 51.58 
13' l.Jt 9.50 1.00 .43 - .16 - 1.06 43.30 43.51 
14' 14tl0.07 1.00 .4.3 - 1.18 43.30 43.55 
15 121-11' .28 - .14 - .09 9.10 9.15 16 12•-13 1 .25 - .10 7.92 8~07 
17 12'-141 .. 25 - .16 .02 7.92 8.03 
1$1 15-:1- .28 1.00 - .50 - .32 32.50 32.68 16' 16+ 025 1 .. 00 - ,.40 31.68 32.28 
171 17+ 025 1 .. 00 - 664 .os 31 .. 68 32.12 
18 171-15¥ = al4 040 - .,82 - .56 
19 171-161 = <:,64 048 - .16 
18 1 1~ ,..,14 =L,00 2~86 - 5.86 - 4.00 
191 19+ :..64 =l.00 ., '75 - .25 ; 
20 18i=l91 2.11 - 5,.86 - 3 .. 75 
'. 
Gauss Solution -38.89 -29.55 26 .. 88 .30.57 =2 .. 08 -2.78 
=29.71 =26 .. 78 .32.92 34 .. 26 1~14 2 .. 67 1st Appro:ximation 
-31024 =26 .. 94 .3lo.37 34016 .. 72 1.84 2nd ff 
=.31 .. 88 =27 .. 50 30.50 33072 046 1.20 3rd Ii 
=32.22 =28 .. 02 29 .. 98 33038 .. 29 .78 4th u 
•=J2o40 <=28,,,40 29 .. 66 .33.13 .. 18 050 5th ii 
-.32.52 =28.,64 29.,44 .32 .. 97 .. 11 .. 31 6th II 
-32059 ~28~81 29031 .32 .. 87 .. 06 .19 7th ti 
=32.64 .. -2S.92 29.,22 32.so ,,03 016 8th u 
-.32.64 ... 28094 29022 .32. 77 -,03 ~07· 9th u 
-32068 =29.0..3 29.,13 32.74 ,,01 .,04 loth u 
... 32.69 ~29.05 29.11 32.72 0 .02 11th II 
-32.70 ~29.07 29.10 32.'70 0 12th ti 
-32 .. 70 =29.09 29.,09 320·70 13th It 
-32.70 =29.09 29.09 32.70 14th II 
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The moment equations for the columns are identical with rigid 
connections except the angle changes have the values fotu1d in Table II. 
Moment equations of the bent with elastic connections and values of 
Table II are: 
K2 = ~~72 = J.81 inch units 
MAB : 2K2 (~ - 3R1) : 2 x J.81 (-32. 70) : - 249.1711 K (7grt) 
MBA: 2K2(2Qb - 31ti_) = 2 x 3.81 (-32.70 x 2) : - 498.3411 K (7911 ) 
( 6A (2L2E - L)x ~E: 6K4 2L2EQb t LQe) ,+ T x W: (9ou) 
1 
: 6 X .00.372 (-32.7 X 2 X 261 • .3 + 240 X .32.7) + 1425 
: 1425 - 206.26: 1218.74"K 
6A (212B - L)x 
~B = 6K4 (2L2BQe + LQb) - T x wl 
: 6 X .00372 (2 X 261.3 X 32.7 - 240 X 32.7) - 1425 
: - 1425 + 206.26: - 1218.7411 K 
(91'') 
~C : 2K2 (2Qb t Q0 _ - JR2) : 2 X 3.81, (-32.7 X 2 - 29.09) {82") 
::: - 719.9111 K 
McB: 2K2 (2Q0 f ~ - 3R2): 2 x 3.81 (-29.b9 x 2 - .32.7) (8.3n) 
= - 692.5011 K 
(9211 ) 
: 6 X e00142 (-29.09 X 2 X 255.9 + 240 X 29.09) f 760 
" 
: 692.65"K 
MDC = 6K5 (2L2CQd + Ut c) - .2...LA x _(2_L"""i2u!."!"O _ .. _L_)_x 
I . W2 
= 6 x .00142 (29,09 x 2 x 255.9 .... 29.09 x 2LP) - 760 




Substituting these moments in equations A through F: 
(Ast M.sA .f. ~ + ~c : "".' 498~34 + 1218.74 - 719.91 = .49"K 
(BS) Mcl3 + Men : - 692.50 + 692.65 = .15"K 
_(cs) Mnc + Mm = - 692.65 + 692.50 = - ~15"K 




(Es) MAB + ~A + MFE "" ~F: - 249.17 - 498.34 + 249.17 + 498.34: 0 
(Fs) Mi3c + Mcl3 + ~D + Mrm: a - 719.91 - 692.50 + 719.91 + 692.50: 0 
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C. . The Semi-Rigid ~. . (Maugh) 
As a check and further proof that Rathbun's and Maugh1 s equations 
are identicaJ. the bent solved by use of Ra.thbun 1 s equations is solved 
using Maugh 1 s equations and moment distribution. (Positive moment 
tends to rotate a member oounter-olookwise). 
For girder BE: 
C ·~ 12L2EL : 12(261.3)240 = 753,000: 3.5 
. l ~L2E - I,2 4(261.3)2 - (240)2 . 215,000 
,...~ 2 • c : o.r.r a . . 6(240) _ 345100q _ 1.6 
2 4L2BlizE - 12 4(261.3)2 - (240)2 - 21;,000 -
c3 = c:1 = 3.5 
Mb .. t IJ (201 - 02> , t (202 - 0iB = & ,,ol - ,02> 
. = it· (Cl - 02) 11 ~ (3.; - 1.6) =: 2!2(ffil.2 (1.9) 
: l42S"K 





0 = 12LgJ:i, _ 12C222•2l~ _ 2J7 ogo _ 3.6 (6 ) 
1 ~cLar, - t2 ""'·4(2_,s.9)2 • ·(240)2 - 204J..;oo ... Sa 
c2 ~ . 6'!.,2 . := 6~iOl 2 _: l4~;1~Q a 1.7 (6;b) 
~ 0L2n- '/J. 4(2;;.9) - (240)2 204,500 
• c3 • o1 • 3.6 (6;e) 
M(JD" i ~ (201 - C2) - f:· (202 • cJ 
wJ.f'_ (30~ ~"' ) ~ ( .. ) t.1L2 -
: ~ 1~--'.'7v2 ·• 24 C1-- C2 • ~ (:h6 ... 1.7) 
• 2(20120(12) (l.9):: 7601tK 
24 
Mbc:: - 76?11K 
~ .. _-:··,· 
· · T·he beam ·iorivantion is used, 
: ·a.J.l · momeniis · are distributed 
: and then ~a.lanced in one 











K :: · .,.760.,.0 · i. ·~ 
. 0 r-i . ('I\ °' I:"" I:'-- 'CO le\•, :'~Q:··: . 
:11.~·;! ••. ~ob clj':, 
: i + ~'4-+ + + + I + 
~ C\! N '° .... ""'j,:,.., IN :•. ... .  . .. :  . S·M C'I! ('1\.-,f . N I:"" 
. O·N'° . · . N ··. r;! 
.i'J];j:'·)·+ I I ., a· I l c..i. -:t 1-
. _, .. ·. : --1425.0 . · K:: liD 
. ~~ 0 1° -: __ 3 .. 218 .o · at' · ..,.,; 11.1 
I 1 . . , 7.6 
-'\·· 
-~ 1.5 
. -. .s 
-· • .3 : ~ . -· ,;c.· 
-1642.2 
U + '430..,S 
~ 
-1211~'7 





. -- 21s.o 
.. 1425 • .0 
JIJolo 
.;..;i,- ...;t . 
. + f 
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.... 'l,. 
l(\ ,00. ,:.. ·r:-- °' .('I\ H]I ~ ••.••.•• I. , • 
~~'CO r,I . t-: 
1+11111~ 
· Comparing these. moments with those of S1¢>pe de~ect:t.021 
g~ves a man• deviation of less than :,~·'per ·cent. 
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D. Results. 






I· 20 1 -1 Fig. 11 
B_ y present desi0'11 procedure CD and BE should be ,l;' = 1:200 = 60"3 16tJF'0 
b'" ' . C 20 !J "" 
and l a JQ..00 = 150" 3, 21WF73 respectively. Then CD and BE · weigh 
C 20 
40 (20) = 800# and 7.3-(20) : 1460#. But with semi-rigid connections CD and 
BE weigh ·20(30) = 600/1 and 55(20) = 1100# respectively. The saving 
realized is~ or 25% for CD an.ct~ or 24.65% for BE. 
(en)·· ~ - 6.l2Q) 2Q (12) - 120011K 
8 ... 8 - · · 
(ma:idmum positive moment at mid~span ---
si:mply supported member) · 
Then 692.65 is the design mQment •. 
Then l4WF30 is required 
60 
(BE) ~ - 50 {20)12 - 30001'K 
4 - 4 -
(marlm:t1.m positive 1n0meni ~t mid-spa.11 ---
simply supported member) 
Design moment: 3000 - 1218.74 m l781.26"K 
Then 18WF;; is req~ired 
Colum_n ~sign . 
Tr;r lOWF66 
1 • f; + ~ • 19.4i.1i;~95~· + ·9;:~,~~ = •145 ~ •825 = •97 
Then lOWF66 :ts sut'.f'ioient 
The des:tgn procedure in building f1"ames, particularly tall buildinss, 
is to make the beam-column 'oonneotions rigid using welded diaphram.s betwsan 
eolwnn fla.nges and the fire proofing requ1.red by building codes. TM.s 
causes the building to resist wind as a ri~:td. frame. The girders and beams 
are designed, however, as simply supported members. 
The oolwnns required are those necessary to resist the moments and 
loads from the rigid frame analysis. Their weight• 20(77) = 1540#, while 
the weight of the column for the semi-rigid frame = 20 ((:.6) = 1.320#. Ea.oh 
1 ,t:l,C' .. · 1· · · J;> ~Q.. 14 ... ('\(//_ co tl!lll:l oueJ:S a sav ngs o.i. 1540 or . · •;t'.;7t0 • 
The total average saving realized from this bent by oonsider:t.ng the 
properties of the semi-rigid connections is 19,55%. 
CONCLUSION 
It is evident that a material saving can be realized by design if 
the properties of semi-rigid connections are considered. It appears 
that .twenty per cent is a fairly accurate estimate of this saving as 
compared with results of the bent analyzed in this report. 
The next problem is whether this saving is justified. Disregarding 
the rapidly diminishing supply of steel, the amount of additional work 
required to design a semi-rigid frame is very little nx,re than that re-
quired by present design practices. The bea.m--column connections are 
assumed rigid and this moment determined to design the wind connection. 
This then gives a design moment for the semi-rigid connection with ho 
additional analysis required. 
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The only difficulty in using the equations for semi-rigid connections 
is involved in determining z. This £actor has been developed and deter-
mined in terms 6f the properties of the connection for the web angle con-
nection22 by Professor J.E. Lothers of the School of Architectural Engineer-
ing of the Oklahoma A"& M College. Pro;f'essoi· I.others has also computed a 
table of Z-values23 for the standa:i:-d web-sngle connectiohs listed in the 
AISC Handbook. With Z khown it becomes a simple Illa.tter to us~ either Rath-
bun's or Maugh' s equations in the analysis of semi-rigid frames. 
There remains, hovrever, one important semi-rigid connection for which 
Z has not been determined and that is the combination of the clip-angle 
22 
J. E. Lothers, Transactions o! ~ American Soc;i'.ety o! .QiYil 
Engineers, Vol. 116, pp. 480-502. 
23 Ibid, PP• 488-489. 
and web-angle conneotion. Once this is determined the design of frames 
with semi-rigid connections involves no more work than for rigid frames e 
The properties of semi-rigid connections can be used only when 
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rivet holes are completely filled with properly formed rivets and the 
joint is tight (i.e. connections a.re firmly seated against beam and 
column) • This requires rigid inspec'l:;ion and close contact between office 
and fieJ,,cJ. •. 
Steel is a natural resource that is rapidly diminishing a.nd, with 
the increasing demand for military uses, the e:xpense involved :i.n the 
analysis and conti~ol o:f' semi-rigid building frames is moi~e than justified. 
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